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Description of EvalUation Report Seri

'-

The Colfiprehensive School Mathematics Program (CSMP) is a program of (
CEMREL, Inc., one cf the national eduqational labonatories, and is funded by
the National Institute of Education. Its major purpose is the development of
.curriculum materials for grades K-6.

Beginning in September, 1973, CSMP began an extended pilot trial of its 7
Elementary Program. The pilot trial igilongitudinal in nature; students wtio
began using CSMP materials in kindergarten or firstgrade in 1973-74, were
able to use them in first and second grades respectively in 1974-75, and so on
in subsequent years. Hence the adjective "extended".

The evaluation of the program ip this extended pilot trial is intended to'
be reasonably comprehensive and to supply information desired by a wide
yariety of audiences.. For that reason the reports in this series are
reasonably non-technical and do not attempt to widely, explore some of the
related issues. The list of reports for..previous years is given on th next
page.

. The Sixth Grade Reports are: 9LA-1-Siimmary of Student Achievement, Draft
Report

9-A-2 Summary of Data Draft
Reporta

9-8-1 Sixth 'GtadeMANS Test Data

9-C-1 Sixth Grade Evaluation: Teacher
Questionnaires
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INTRODUCTION

In the Spring of 1982, a series of mathematic's tests was administered to

27 sixth grade classes using the Comprehensive School Mathematics Program and

to 31 comparisOn classes using more traditional programs. The resultS of this

testfng are desCribed in Evaluation Report 9-8-1.

\

This report 'describes non-test data,collected from these classes inOluding

implementation data.and teacher attitudes.

,Setting. The 26 CSMP classes represented about half of the sixth grade

CSMP classes that year. The remaining CSMP classes were not tested for one of

several reasons: They did not begin CSMP until sixth grade, testing woull

have been too expensive because pf remoteness br a single-class site, or only,

some classes in a district -were tested to prevent over-representation of that

district.

The 37 Non-CSMP classet came from two sources. First, in some districts,,

CSMP was bding.used at Sixth gra4e in some, but not all, of the schools in the

dfstrict; fifteen Non-CSMP classes were selected from such schools. Second,
. ,

in other districts, CSMP waS being used in all the sc, hodls of the district; int

that case Non-CSMP classes were recruited from similar schools in other CSMP

districts,which had not yet reached sixth grade in theirj CSMP implementation.

There 'were 2 such classes.

This combination of school level selection within district and use of CSMP

schools in other districts reduces the likelihood of there being consistently

better teachers in the CSMP classes compared to the Non- SMP classes.

Table 1 en the fo lowing page shows the distribution of.classes

participating in the esting.,

1
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Site
Desigpationl

,

Distribution

Number of
CSMP

of

Classes
Ngn-CSMP--tr.-

Table 1

Participating Classes

. Type of .

Community

,

,
Approximate Socio-Economic
Background of .Classes Tested

r

1 11 0

.

6 Mediumicity Upper middle/Middle

2 2,\I 2 Exurban Middle/Lower Middle

3

4

I*

0

5,

4
lb

Inner suburb
ofiarge city

Suburb of

Middle

Middle/Lower middle

medjum city. .°

5 7* ,......._, 0 Small city

t.

Middle/Lower middle

6 8 6. Suburb of
large city

Upper/Upper middle

7 0 6* Large city; Upper middle/Lower middle

8 6 0
1

Suburb of
small city

ypper middle

9 2 2 (!arge city - Upper middle/Lower middle

10 0 6* Meciium city Upper middle

Total 26 37 1

*Upper track classes: i.e. students specially grouped-by ability.

f'

Except for districts 3 and 5, all CSMP tlasses had studied,CSMP since
4..

kindergarten or first grade. In those two district, however, the students

began the program in third grade and fifth grade, respectively.
.0

C7

Based on scores from the vocabulary test, administered to all classes, the

-CSMP classes were slightly higher in ability than the 26 CSMP classes.

In general, the students tended to be far above average in ability, with

approximately half Offthem scoring above the.75th percentile on'the vocabulary .

test for both CS1,1p:and Ncin-CSMP,

2 d
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IMPLEMENTATION

A

This section summari s responvs to questions about the implemeritation of

the program and teachers' experience and training. Questionnaires were

returned by 22 CSMP teachers, representing 27 CSMP classes and by 26 non-CSMP

teachers, representing 31 comparison classes. Data reported are based on' 22

*and 26 teachers respectively, except in the odd cease where teachers did not

respond to an item or set of items and that is indicated in the tables.

In all instances, the first entry is the percent of CSMP teac,hers

responding; the second entry is the riesponses of the comparison set of

non-CSMP teachers. '

1. Teacher Experience

First Year
2-5 Years
6-10 Years
More than 10 Years

CSMP

64%

A,23%
73%

4

Non-CSMP
0%
08%

' 15%
77%

Ai what grade levels have you taught math (and CSMP):

Math Experience Generally CSMP Experience in
CSMP Non-CSMP Particular

Just Sixth Grade 23% 4%

Sixth Grade PIus
Lower Grades, 55% 52%

Sixth Grade Plus .

Higher Grades 4% 20%

Sixth Grade Plus
Lower & Higher Grades 18% 24%

No Respon.se

55%

27%-:

A8%

3
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Both group of teachers are quite experienced; about three fourths of them

have at least 10 years, experience., 'Non-CSMP teachers have a little more

diversity in their experience.

CSMP teachers are similar in teaching experience to non-CSMP teachers: In

both droups, more than seventy percent of the teachers surveyed had more"than

ten years experience-and neithe group had first year teachers.

A majority Of teachers in both groups have taught sixth grade and lower

grades, and a similar number o'f teadiers in both groups have taught sixth

grade,plus both. lower and higher grades. However,, while a quarter of the CSMP

teachers have taught only sixth grade, versus 4% of the non-CSMP teachers,

only 4% of them have taught sixth grade plus higher grades, versus almost a

quarter of the non-CEMP teachers.

T. Classroom Data

. Percent Responding "Yes"
CSMP Non-CSMP

Are classes ability grouW? 50%

Is homewgrk regulár'ly assi,gned? 68% 88%

Do you make use of hand calculators? 91% '31%

* Do'yoU regularly have ,an aide

assigned to your classroom? 12%

*.CSMP teachers said aides were respOnsible for checking workbooks,

assignments, and studies' de4 work, and Non-CSMP teachers reported aides

were responsible for working with Special Education students or individual

students.

,

CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers were similar in that roughly half their classes

were ability 9rouped, homework was regularly assigned to a majoritlY of their

classes, and few had hides regularly assigned. However; three times as many

CSMP clisses as Non-CSMP classes used hand calculators.

1
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"How many minutes are mandated by your,district/school for math?1' (if

applicable)

Less than 30

CSMP Non-CSMP

30.-44 05% 04%
45-55 41% 35%
5660 09% 08%

"60

NO response ( probably nb mandate) 45% 53%
Mean number of minutes . 51 48

"On'the average, how much timedoes your clss spend on math each day?"

CSMP Non-CSMP

Less tHan 45 minutes 0%. 04%
45-50 minutes 45% 56%
51-59 minutes 25% 12%
60 minutes 20% 28%
60 minutes 10% 00%

Mean number of ginutes 54 51 .

IL .4

"4

CSMP and Non-CSMP classes were also similar in the amount of time mandated
.

for mathematics instruction; only about half the itachers reported a mandate,
IF

usually 45-55 miputes.,The mean number of minutes actually spent in math class

was also similar ( 5,4 versus 51. minutes ).

"About what percent of this time is spenton: teacher-led work? small

group work? individual work?" 4

Teacher-led work

Individual work ,

Small group work

CSMP Ncin-ICSMP'

5
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CSMP teachers spends more time oh.teacher-led work than their non,CSMP

counterparls, and.less.time on individual and small group work.twice as much

of CSMP teaChers' time,is spent on small group Work verstis work with an

indivldual student.

"During a typi'cal math class, what peycent of yqpr time is spent on: "

CSMP, Non-CSMP

Deve.loping a lesson at the board Mean. 52%

*(or. in front of the class) Range. (25%-80i)

Supervising while students do work 16%

on_their own (other than tests) (08%-30%)

Leading thNeass in reviewing 09%

eassigrtments they have completed (02%-25%)

Working individually with a student 11%

. or small group of students (08%-25%)

33%

,(7%-60

26%

(10%-60%)

17% '

(05%-40%)

19%

(02%-50%)

As might be expected, CSMP teachers spend a majority clf their time

developing a lesson at the boardle Non-CSMP teachers' time was more evenly

distributed across all four categories..

t.

"What textbooks,if any, are you currently dfing in your classroom?"
,

CSMP

kott-Foresman
Addison Wesley
Houghton-Mifflin 14%'

Harcourt Brace
D.C. Heath
Local County Guide
Local Pilot Program
"Homemade" Materials 05%

(Non-CSMP totals exceed 100% because teachers reported'using two texts
or programs.)

Nbn-CSMP

58%

.15%

12% .

04%

04%
04%

zt,j4 6



Very few CSMP teachers'reported using materials other than CSMP materials;

.a "tradftional" text to gupplement CSMP and "horvemade" materials produCed by a

teacher.

3. Lesson Coverage

SuppleMenting

"NI you supplement your regular math program witM ad ditional activities?"

0

41?.

CSMP , Non-CSMP
----- ,

Yes 93%. . 100% ,

No 0% '0% °K.

No response 07%

"If so, what topits do you cover?" (Responses sum to more than,100% because
multiple responses were given.)

CSMP Non-CSMP

Basic operations (whole numbers)/ 50% 08%
computation' 1

Basic operatiohs with fractions 36% 04%
Fractions 18% 04%
Basic operations with deciitials 23% 0'8%

Decimals 14% 08%
Word problems 09% 23%
Percent 23% 04%
Geometry 18% 15%
Metrics/measurement

i 23% 15%.,

'Mental arithmetic/estimation 05% . 15%
Prime numbers ,

, 05%
Negative numbers 05%
Logic 05%
Probability 05% 04%
Algebra

.Number theory.,
04%
04%

Scale drawing 04%
Introduction to statistics 04%
Set theory . 04%
Interest rates . 04%
Computers/calculators/abacus 19%
Bates 08%
Graphs %

08%
Problem solving . 12%
Math lab/games 05% 26%



"Is this 5upp1eMenting usually for:... "

A few minutes

A *611 math period
Several consecutive math periods
Other
No response

CSMP 40n-CSMP

58% '23%

18% 35%

05% 35%

05% '12%
14% 15%

,

"Does it usually occur:

CSMP

Dully
,

27%

Two to four times a week 18%

18%Weekly. .

Two'to,three times a month

Monthly
Othqr

No response
,

Non-CSMP

'09%

28%

13%
14% 28%

09% 08%.

14% 14%

"Over the course of the year, about what percent of the math time is used
for this supplemental work?"

None 7

Less than 10%.

CSMP Non-CSMP

0%

23%

0%

23%

10 - 19% 36% 36%

20 - 29% 14% 18%

30 - 39% 09% 04%

40 - 49% 0% 04%

50 - 59% 0% 0%

Greater than 60% 0% 0%

No. response 18% 15%

Mean percent 14% 14%

,

Both CSMP knd non-CSMP teacherS supplement an average of 14% of the time,

but there are differences between the two groups on what is supplemented.

Many more CSMP teachers supplement the program with basic

operations/computation exercises, using whole numbers, fractions and

decimals., Other topics CSMP teachers supplement with are geometry, metrics,

'and percent. In contrast, non-CSMP teachers supplement over a broader array,of

topics including many that coudd be called "enriehment".

1
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'Supplementing Patterns differ from CSMP'classrooms to non-CSMP

classrooms. While the majority of CSMP teachers supplement for a few minutes

each day, non-CSMP teachers tend to supplement for longer periods at a time.

"Were there any skills or concepts that pAir present math program assumed
.

students would know at the beginning of the year, whiLh, in fact, many did not

know?"

No

Yes, basic number facts
place value .

mental arithmetic
algorithm for whole number
multiplication

algorithm fop whole number division
familiarity with fractions

- operations witn fractions

famil4arity with dbeimals
,operations with decimals
estimation
word problems
,geometry
probability
other (please specify)

CSMP Non-CSMP

32% 42%

23% 12%
14% 15%

05% 31%

09% 04%
23% 04%

)9%
15%

4 5% 15%

09% 08%
18% i 08%;
0% 35%

18% 38%
05% 39%

0% 15%-

09% 08%

;

"Are there any skills or concepts that you think students should know by the

end of sixth grade which are not adecAately covered by your present math'

program?". (Check as many as apply)

CSMP Non-CSMP

No 23% 50%
Yes, basic number facts 09% 23%

place value
.

18% 12%

mental arithmetic .18% s 12%
algorithm-for whole number
multiplication 09% 04%

algorithm for whole number division - 32% 08%
familiarity with fractions 09% 08%
operations with fractions 45% ' 19%

familiarity with decimals 09% 12%
operations with decimals 23% 0%-

estimation 09% 15%
word problems 14% 19%
geometry 14% 04%
probability . 14% 08% '

other'(please specify)
Area, volume perimeter (CSMP)
ProbTem-solving, measurement (non-CSMP)

tie



At.the beginning of sixth grade, according to both groups of teacher's,

there were few, if any skills or concepts which their students did not know.

CSMP teachers frequently cited frattions, whole number .divisio,and basic

number facts as skills tWir students did not know on ehtering sixth grade.

Non=CSMP teachers frequently cited word problems and estimation as skills

their students did not know at that grade level.

Twice as many NOn-CSMP teachers as CSMP teachers'indicated that.there vire

skills needed .by the end 4f Grade 5 which were not ade4uately cove,red by'their

programs: CSMP teachers freqUently cited algorithms for whole number

division, operations with fractions -and operations- with decimals as skills not

adequately covered by their presen't program. Non-CSMP teachers frequently

cited basic number facts, operations with fractions ana estimation.

10-



TEACHER ATTITUDES

Sixth'grade CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers were asked to respond to three sets

of questions designed to elicit their attitudes.toward their present math

program. The first set of.questions asked teachers to rate the characteristics

of their math class. The second set of questions Asked teachers to compare

'their'current math program with the one they had taught previously. The third

set of questions asked teachers to respond to a series of questions about math

instruction for low ability students.

The next section summarizes CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers' statements about

the best and worst aspects of their present program. ( A complete listing of

teachers' responses to both the best anb worst aspects is shown in Appendix

A.) A summary of both groups' overall evaluations of their present math

program and a complete)listing of teachers' comments is given at thg

conclusion,of this chapter.

11



J. Characteris ics of Math Class\7.

Below are seve al pairs of statements.f.or your math class this year.

Please circle the'letter which best describes the relative balance or

emphasis% between the two.

A mean.score (M) was deriVed for each gradeby assigning a score of 1 to a .

response of A, ..., 5 to E and then taking the average. Thus, the higher the

mean.score, the more in agreethent with the,right-hand statement,

1

Achievement is oriented ABCDE Achievement is oriented,/

towards basic skills. towards more general
progress .

CSMP 5% 9% 32% 19% 34% 2.9 r

Non-CSMP 8% 35% 38% 15% 4%. 2.7
"0

Lesson plans are followedABCD E Lessondplans serve only

in great,detail. as a general guide.

'tSMP';-

Non-CSMP

45% 36% '5I4 14% 0% 1.9

0% 15% 42% 15% 27%. 3.5

.Lessons Proceed bri-skly. A B

CSMP

Non-CSMP

Contpnt of lessons is
challenging for

most'students.
CSMP

Non-CSMP

Best learning takes
place when teacher
leads class.

CSMP

Non-CSMP

C D Lessons proceed
thorqughly.

0% 14% 45% 23% 18% 3.5 .

4% 8% 26% 47% 13%,, 3.5

ABM Content of lessbns
easily mastered by most .

students.

24% 43% 29% 0% 5% 2.0

8% 30% 48% 13% 0% 2.6

A B C D E- Best learning takes place
when teacher works indi-
vidually with students.

0% 27% 59% 14% 0% 2.9

14% 33% 33% 14% 6% 2.6



Math class is one of my
favori e times of the

.school day.
CSMP,

Non-CSMP

Matclass hasabusiness-
lik -atmosphere:

CSMP

Non-CSMP

Math class is oriented
towards solving
specific problems.

CSMP
, Ikn-CSMP.

Math is one of the

harder subjvtts to
teach.

CSMP

, Non,,,CSMP

A B C D,'- E. Math class is one of my
i'east favorite,times of
the,school

57% 24% 14% 5% 0%
35% 58% -8% 0% :0% 1.7

.ABCDE Mat.class hasafun
atmosphere.

. 9% 5% 50% 3%, 14% 3.3'
8% 19% 62% 12% 0%

ABCDE.
,-

'.. Math,class is oriented
towds creative
activities.

0%27% 41% 27% 5% 3.1

12%%. 50% 38% 0% 0% 2.3

ABCDEMatli is one of the

easier subjects to
teach.

0% 25% 30%- 20% 25% 3.5
0% 8% 15% .58% 19% 2.3

In discussing teachers' ratings of-their math classes, differences of .5 or

greater are deservsing of comment. Thus, it can be said that, compared to

their non-CSMP coUnterparts, CSMP teachers tended to:

follow lessson Plans in great detail (versus using them
aI a-general guide).

. view the content of the lessons as cliallenging for most k
students (versus being easily mastered by most,students)

vieviaath.class as having More of a fun atmosphere ( versus
business like ).

,-,

. view math class as oriented toward creative activities ( versus -
specific problem solving).

. regard math as one of the easier subj
harder).

0

J
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2. " How would you rate your,present math text or matOrogram compared to

previous math programs'you have used on the follaw1t19? ens.? (Please omit

this question if you have not taught s-rxtli grade mattliwith adifferent text-

boOk or program.r The mean score, given at the rjgc of each item, was

cal,culated in the usual way.

a) Time required for daily *paration'i

? . ,

(less) (about the (mOre at first b t (more at first arid con- M

. 9 same) about the same fter tiaues to be'after a
, a year's experi nce) year's exPerience.)

CSMP 05% 0% 2%. 33% ', 2.2

Non-CSMP 15% 50% 30%
.

05% : 2.3

b) Overaill quality
. r ,

(MUCh -' (slightly (abotit (sliptly (Aih M
4,,

,

lower) . lower) the same) ,'4igher) 0.,,, ,higherr

.

CSMP '0% 0% 11% ' 37% ',--- .5.3% 4.4

Non-CSMP 05% 10% 30% 20% 3,A-' 3.7
,

0_--5,udent interest and involvement

(far (a little (about

less) less) the same)

)
,

CSMP 5% . 0% 05%

Non-CSMP 0% , 05% 30%

(a little
. m

more) more)

32%
50%

d) Students' achievement in computational 'skills

1, 00

(faik. (alfttle (about ( a little

less) less) the same) more)

CSMP 10% 20% 25% 45%

Non-CSMP -05% a5% 35% 45% -

e) Student's' achievement in pathematical concepts'

(far (a little (about (a little

less) less) the same) more)

CSMP 0% 0% 7 15% '35%

Non-CSMP 0% 13 ,% 42% 32%
, .

.

9
14' 4

58% 44
15% 3.8

(far

more)

0% 3,1

10% 3.5

(far

more) .

50% 4.4

16% 3.5



f) Students' ability to logical reasoning
.

i

. .
.

(far (a little (about , (a little (far M e

less) less) the same) more)

CSMP 0% 0% , 05% 30% ' 65% 4.6
$ Non-CSMP 05% 25% 4.0% 25% '05% 2.8

g) Students' facility in solving word problems

(far (a little (about (a little (far M .

less) less) the same) more more)

,

CSMP 0% 15% 25% 40% 20% 3.7
Non-CSMP 05% 20% 30% 45% 0% 3.2

h) Appropriateness for low aOility students

(much (slightly (about (slightly (much M
lower) lower) the same) higher) higher) .

CSMP 40% 20% 10% 7 30% 0% 2,3
Non-CSMP 11% 16% 3,% 32% 05% .3.1-_

i) Apyiopriateness for hilh'ability students
'

.--

(much (slightly (about (slightly (much
lower) lower) the-same higher higher)

CSMP 0% 0% 0% 10% .90% 4.9
Non-CSMP'10% 15% 15% 50% 10% 3.4

Again, differences of .5 or greater are dese-rving of comment. Compareq to

non-CSMP teachers. CSMP teachers gave higher ratings than Non-CSMP to the
4NOM.

overall quality

student interest and involvement

student adhieVement in mathematical concepts

-7.. . student ability to do.logical reasoning

,student facility in solving word problems

More appropriatvfor high ability students and lower'ratings in

appropriateness for lower ability students

5



3. Low Ability Students

"Below are given pairs of statements. Please circle the letter which best

describes what you think regarding math instruction for Iow ability students."

and the means were derived as they were for the previous two sets of questions.

Best learning takes place
in a group in which
various ability levels
are i-epresented.

CSMP

Non-CSMP

It is important to
concentrate on learn-
ing basic computa-
tional skills.

CSMP

Ndn-CSMP

Best learning takes
'place in teacherlled

situations.
CSMP

Non-CSMP

It i s better to touch

lightly on a new topic
several times.

CSMP

Non=0SMP

Special instructional

arrangements should
.be made for these

students.
CSMP

Non-CSMP

A BC0E
18% 18% 09% 36% 18%

12% '04% 35% 35% 15%

0 E

14% 2,% 36% 09% 14%

12% 23% 46% 15% 47%

A B C D E

02% 24% 33% 09%

16% 20% 36% 28%, 05%

ABCDE
38% 32% 27% 184 Q5% 1

04% 19% 54% 15t' 08%

A B C D E

19% 43% 14% 14% 10%

15% 27% 38% 15% 04%

16

Best learning takes place
inagroup in which all
students are of the same
ability.
3.2

3.4

It is important to pro-
vide exposure to a wide
variety of topics in
mathematics. ,

2.8

2.8

Best learning taks place
when students are working
individually.
2.7

2.8

It is better to stick
with a new topic until
mastered.'

2.6

'2.7

The regular classroom

provides an adequate
instructional setting for
these students.

2.5

2.7



Manipulatives work
best With these
students.

CSMP

Non-CSMP

It i1s better to set

goal's that will

insure success.

CSMP
Non-CSMP

Best learning takes
place when a teacher
can.give indiVidual
help.

CSMP

Non-CSMP,

There were virtually no differences between CSMP and non-.C5f1P teachers..
!I

tnly for the statement "best learning takes place when a teach r can _give

individual help" did a difference of .5 occur. Non-CSMP teacti rs were more

likely to say that "learning takes place when a teacher can w(i!rk with a small

group."

"Does your school prOvA-de any arrangements'for your low abil ty students?"

2')

ABCOE
19% 33% 43% 05% 0%
12% 48%. 24% 16% 0%

ABCOE
. .

27% 41% 23% 09% '0%
15% 46% 23% 12% 04%

A .BCDE
45% 14% 18% 23% 0%
12% 27% 54% 08% 0%

Paper and
,best with

2.3

2.4

pencil wprks
these sttldents.

It is etter t set

goals that are.(f.

challenging.
2.1

2.4

Be t learni
place when
wrk with
group.

, 2.2

2.7

takes

teacher can
small

I.

Resource teacher/services/room
Title I teachers/aides
Special grouping
Smaller class size
Tutors/aides

Classroom instruction
Unspecif4ed
No

No response

CSMP

1

Non-SMP
,45%
18%

09%

05%

05%
05%
09%

14%

42%
12%
12%

04%
15%

08%

19%

Both CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers have special ar

students. The most frequent arrangement in both gr

and/or teacher, followed by Title I services. Othe

within-classroom strategies like special grouping w

"catch-up" instruction sesions schedulea periodica

17
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'Best features. Asked to comment on the best apects of the,present Math

program, CSMP teach rs mentioned that it challenged students, fostered the

development of analytic thinking, and encouraged creativity. To CSMP-teachers

thOact that CSMP stressed more than basic skills was a strong.point,.and

they also mentioned that their students were enthused and motivated,by the

program.

Non-CSMP teachers commented tha'f their program:pravided for

individualization and ability grouping. They thought their programs benefitiee

average and below average students more than many programs, and commented on

the 6rganization and logical presentation of their texts.

Worstt features. According to CSMP teachers, weak points of CSMP included

the Perceived need for traditioaal algoritms in the basic operations. Some

teachers said the materials could be better organized and that the spiral is

too spread out. A few cited the need for more word problems and others believe

that low ability students are less suited to the program than others.

Aon-CSMP teachers cited t'he need for word problems also, for morl problem

solving and for more variety. ( A complete set of teachers' comments for

"best" and "worst" aspects is given in Appendix A.)

Overall Evaluation. The vast majority of CSMP teachers gave highly

favorable evaluations of the program although some teachers thought it worked

better with high or average ability students than it did with low ability

students. An often cited strong point was its impact on students' thinking.

Non-CSMP' teachers, on the other'hand, while generally satisfied with their

, programs, stated that it was adequate but cited the need for supplementary

enrichment. A cdmplete listing of both groups' comments for overall evaluation

are given on the following pages.

18



,"What is your overall evaluation of your laresent math program?"

CSMP

Excei.lent.
4

J.

A-.

Adequate to our curriculum but no one book does it all.

With decrease in size of groups, very good.

It is fantastic.

Cpntinue program for above average students.

ExCellent.

Good for above average students.

Interesting to teach but could be made better with changes.

iExcelrent forstrong Ttudents.

Outstanding, excelleft, exciting to teach.

Very good. It covers the basic facts and computation and causes children

to think and analyze which is not the case in'most traditional programs.

7 I believe I could prepare materials more interesting, more basically

meaningful, and.more inclusive of psyches of a greater range qf my class
*

members.

Super. Tifficult for non-math oriented to teach at upper grade levels.

Requires someone who loves math to be effective.

.. Quite an improvement over our previdus prOgrams but has flaws that need to
--,

be ironed out. .

Definitely above average.

Acceptable.
/

Most teachers in tlie school, if gjv n the choice, would not continue with

this program.' It has many good a p,/ects, however, which should be'

incorporated in any math program. I would like to,see a text which could

be used along with the present materials for a better balance in

presentation.
.

Excellent, s.uper. Children are able to reason and figure out word
1

problems much better than in years past,
.
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NON.:CSMP.

A

Not adequate. We expect to change next fall.

Adequate and more challenging and interesting because of. the combination

of the two. Students are:getting basic skills and concepts. I can keep

in touch with the ability level of each student as well as offer theM

problem solving challenges.

B-.

I. I don't like

Very good.

Good.- I am the teacher, so I put a lot into it and get positive results.

Fair. There needs to be more available materials for widening skills for

the more capable students.

I'm very pleased with.it. '

think it's super.

Superior when supplemental material is also included.

Very good.

1-like it.'

This text is fin& if supplemented with other activities. I have yet to

find a math series that does not need supplements from other resources.

It's workable. Parents can itill identify and get involved with what we

are doing.

B-.

Minor improvements could.be mules, but overall the program is good.

I'm pleased with its retults.

Excellent.

I am pleased with our present, math program..

I am more satisfied with it this year than any year I have taught.

Excellent.

Very good.
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CSMP PROGRAM FEATURES

CSMP Teachers On'ly

J. Questions on the Spiral Approach
dr4

"What do you think of CSMP's spiral approach, where the teacher goes on io a

new lesson in a different strand, evfen though not all students may have

*understood the last lesson?" A mean score was derived by assigning a score of

1 to A,..., 4 to D and' taking the average,.

(A6 arrow (44 has been drawn to indicate where on the scale the mean

response falls, A=1; '..., D=4.)

Strongly

0 , Agree Agree Disagree
It is less frustrating for the
students than a mastery A B Y C
approach. 18% 45% 32%

I would prefer spending 2-4 A
consecutive days on a new topic. 13% 39% 35%

It gives the students time to
really absorb a topic if they
are intrOduced to it in small
doses over a long period.

A
17%

B 4/ C

57% 17%

I have to repeat lessons because A B ir .,C
students don'p remgmber, 04% 35% 48%

A .. ,I,..

It only works for some ttudents. A B C
(Please specify. ) 15% 35% 30%

21

Strongly
Disagree

D

111

M

05% 2.1

13% 2.5

09% 2.2

D

13% 2.2

20% 2.7



Students feel less pressured than A 134f C

in a mastery approach. l8 68% 14% 0% 2.0

It takes too long,before the clas A B i( C

returns to a topic. 0% 37% 45% 18%. 2.8

It is more interesting for students A jP B

than a mastery approach. 27% 64% 09% 0% .1.8

Students never master cOntent: A B, C

83% 17% 3.2

Teachers' responses showed an overall agreement with the,program's

philosophy ( i.e., they agreed with all positively framed questions and

disagreed with all negatively framed questions) but most questions about the

spiral/mastery dimension elicited both "strongly agree". and "strongly

disagree" responses.

2. Training

"Before you began teaching CSMP:

How many hours of CSMP training did you reoeive?''

None

10

10-15

16-39
1 CEMREL Workshop (or its
equivalent for 40-50 hours)

2 CEMREL Workshops (or the-
equivalent pf more than

50 hours)
Mean number of hours

0%

25%
21%
25%
08%

21%
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"How"were thoselpre7CSMP traini1rssions scheduled?"

a week or two of training beforehe program began 89%
a day or so before plus regularly scheduled 11%

meetings throughout the year
a day or so before 0%

"What percentage of the training sessions were devoted to...?"

Overview of the program's philosophy and goals 14%

(05%750%)
Discussion/presentation of math content by trainer , 40%

(05%-85%)/'
Demonstration/discussion by trainer of specific lessons 30%

(05%-75%)
Practice by participants of teaching various lessohs 16%

(0%-40%)

"After you began teaching CSMP:

,How many hours of CSMP training did you have?"

None

10 hours

20-30 hours.
45 hours

84%
04r"
08%
04%

Comments:

The majority of CSMP teachers have,had less than the mandated 40'hours of

pre-CSMP training. In fact, nearfy half had less than 15 hours1., The vast

majority of teachers received this training in a block, of time before

beginning the program. Time in the training sessions was most frequently

spent on discussions/presentations of math content and

demonstration/disqussion of specific lessons. he overwhelming majority of

teachers received no training after start in to teach CSMP.



For those teachers who did attend, their attendance was voluntary, an8274;-

sessions were usually regularly scheduled throughout the year. The trainer

vried at each site*, one site had the services of a CSMP/CEMREL trainer,

another d local teacher,,another, two'were led by local administrators given

1CSMP responsibility.

4111'

93. CSMP Supplementing

"If you taught CSMP before, how does your supplementing this year compare

to last year?"

Same

More

. Less

54%

38%

8%

Topics supplemented were:

Measurement/Metrics 40%
Fractions 40%
Decimals 30%

Percent 30%
Basic Operations/Computation 30%

'Multiplication 20%
Division 02%
Place Value 20%
Problem Solving 10%
Estimation 10%

Geometry 10%

Less supplementing occurred with multipliCation and divisjon.

The majority of teachers who have taught CSMP before report supplementing

about the same, but 38% reported spending more time.

In addition to collecting data on teachers' implementation and attitudes,

we also attempted to relate the findings from the 1982 round of MANS testing

to the implementation variables. However-the data from both CSMP and Non-CSMP

classes showed that no variable opcluster of variables explained differences

in MANS scores from one class to another.
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Appendix A

CSMP and Non-CSMP Evaluations



"What are the best aspects of your present pi-ogram?

(A complete listing of both CSMP and Non-CSMPeteacher statements.) '

CSMP

Analytic thinking skills, the ability to see there are often many

solutions to a problem and a variety of ways to attach it; probability.

Creativity of lessons, format pre-pIanned, supplemental materials,

workbooks and worksheets at every level.

The book presents most concepti presented in the Curriculum Guide.

The detailed math curriculum we have worked out.

Student involvement with mathe atics, not basic skills alone

Challenging to bright student provides plenty of material so students

can seek their limit, teaches mathematics not arithmetic.

High motivation, developing some enthusiasm for math', striving to become

proficient and excel for learning's sake.

Thelogical thinking as well as abstract thinking;

Challenging material presented; logical thinking stressed.

Interesting material, a variety bf problems; student interest is high.

Flexibility.

Enthusiasm the lesson elicits from students, collctive problem solving

interaction among students.

. Utilizing lessons caused logical thinking in ccinjunction with basic math

facts and operations. .

. Stress on logic, probability.

Spiral approach, creative thinking, student enthusiasm, challenge to

teacher.

..-44r-Challenge to afl studentS.', good for above average and high level students,

. encourages problem solving; analyzing and predicting; high levels of

thinking. -Presents number bases quite well.

. Creative, challenging, diverse. The spiral approach is very effect,ive.

. Challenge.

. The spiral except for below, average students; excellent for above average

students. Wide variety of experience. Helps promote logical -T.':..gasoning.

Entire program is great



NONLCSMP

Small group work, inter-student help, only reinforcement type homework.

Kidskept on the same presentation level but the pilbt program allows kids

who excel] to be challenged. I know where each student is regarding math

needs. There are many possibilities for teaching and rev.iew.

Concepts are logically presented.

Adequate drill.

Pre-test/pOst:test.'

The activities are good (generally).

I try to use the banded approach and a vari,ety of materials.

,
Assignments cover a wide range of ability levels. MUch extra practice

where needed is available. The text doesn't assume students understand

the materials. An excellent step by step apProach. Lessons follow in a

logical sequence.

Allowirig each student to progress and not get "bonged down"-by-s+owerl'

students.

Individuality. Letting a child move at his own rate.

Work is clerly presented and logically ordered and developed. Immediate

reinforcement on a daily basis. Set up lessons according to indiViduals

needs.

Great for average or below average students.

Presentation of new material is rather thorough.

Plenty of good problems. Good word problems. The text ts excellent.

It's a Joplin Plan; 'We only have two levels to teach and we are able to

move at a faster rate to master our skills.

Flexibility.

Organization, business-like atmosphere, retaining interest in diing well.

Good enrichment program, flexible enough to prov de for acceleration, fun:

Ability grouping with supplemental work.

Student achievement and interest for the most part have been excellent.



i
"What are the worst aspects of your present program and what changes in

content do you.recommend?"

(A complete listing of both CSM'P and Non-CSMP teacher statements.)

,

CSMP
:

. Provide More siandard.algorithms in addition to what is now present and
,

skill sheets. Tor furtherenrichment and remediation, some standard

evaTuation Means.

More traditional algorithms on fractions, decimals, long diviiion, percent

area and volume; need assessment tests Ori, a regular basis for report cards.

Nothing.

Text provides very few word problems. Organtzation of staff requires
_

larger' groups than I feel are good. Add staff to reduce class size.

Answer keys are not printed for easy use..

Tdo much correcting ime Tequired on open-ended questions; spiraling is

too spread out.
-.z.

Several lessons should be taught together. ,

Overcomih9 the apathy and resistance of a very small minority of students

and parents.

Not enough drill on repetition of basic skills; how to do fractions and

decimals, percentage.

Much teacher preparation; condense manual; hard to evaluate, include

testing material.

Dealing with low students on lessons that are heavy in logical thinking.

Hard to reteach; help to have extra examples on strategies for low ability

students with their shorter attention span, we need more explanation to
,

help us prepare lessons.

Spiral leaves masterx on too incidental a basis; students not math

oriented tend to stay lost and have difficulty seeing the importance of

progress.

Reorganize some topics (like rounding in the first semester), add more in

fraction area, redo geometry making it much more difficult,'and spread out

workbooks so students dO a little every day.



Low ability students often left behind. They turn off. Program is not

for everyone. ,More provisions for individual differences should be made.

Some lessons are long 'and there is not enough* time for individual help and

rest of curriculum is short changed.

Not enough drill on probleMs they should know by for grade. Hard to give

\\

grades.
.

Not enough word problems. Geometry not appropriate or needed at this

grade leve.l. Too many 'lessons On number bases.

Stlipents lack practice with computational skills and slow students are

lost. Lesson pages are difficult to find and there is a lack of
. -

explanation for difficult worilbook and worksheet pages. Lessons too long

for studOhts and stUdents don't get to move about and go to the board.

None

NON-CSMP

Classes are way too large, and there is no aide assistance. I would like

to have a wider vabiety of materials to choose from.

More help to ensure succeSs by all students.

I sometimes need an aide because I'm running two groups,-and I run out of

time.

I prefer the spiral approach of CEMREL. Our present program masters one

topic before moving on.

Not enough word problems; need to work on problem solving.

Needs more variety; more advanced math concepts could be taught in this

grade.

More word problems that apply to daily living. This text is too easy for

brighter students.

There is a greater need for practical verbal problem solving of problems

that would come up in daily living.

Not enough pre/post-tests.

I would suggest prime factoring as a way of reducing before multiplying

fractions.

It would prove helpful at times to work with on major concept (fractions

through all operations rather than breaking after one small segment).

Old books.

Problem solving poor. I'm using new (Weekly Reader) materials called

problem solving strategies.

Lack of story.problems; lack of adequate drill.

Not enough problem solving review and applications of skills learned

earlier. Once a concept is learned it is not adequate reviewed throughout

the year.

Not challenging enough for the best students, not enough story problems;

nnt Annuah rpinfnrcempnt ctvle auestions.


